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EXT. DEL RIO RANCH- MIDDAY1 1

RATTLE...HISSSSS  RATTLE...HISSSS  

The unmistakable sound of cicadas permeates the environment.

A large man wearing a cowboy hat and aviators, stands watch 
over migrant workers toiling in a field harvesting onions.  
This man is CLINT (45), his skin hardened from years under 
the South Texas sun.  In the distance he sees a large truck 
rolling its way in a cloud of dirt.  Clint checks his watch.

In the field, RAUL (24) fills a gunny-sack with harvested 
onions as fast as he can and moves on to the next sack.  He 
is in old jeans and a sweat-stained T-Shirt.  Raul pulls out 
a rotten onion from the ground-- in no condition to be 
bagged.  

Raul looks to another harvester a few yards down the line, a 
kid really, closer to 15 or 16 is TITO.  This kid is already 
having a tough time getting a handle on his sack of onions.  

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
Oye, guey!

Before the kid can look over, he gets smacked in the face 
with the rotten onion.  Tito drops his sack and onions spill 
out everywhere.  

The other workers see this and start cracking up laughing.  
Raul smiles to himself and continues working.

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Don’t touch your eyes, it’ll just 
make it worse.

TWEEEEEEET-

Clint blows a shrill whistle with two fingers in his mouth. 

The truck rolls up at the edge of the field.  In the bed of 
the truck are a few young Mexican women, one of whom is CARLA 
(23), Raul’s pregnant wife.  

The women hop off the truck bed with trays of food and line 
up the trays along the edge of the truck bed. 

Carla waddles off the truck and is in charge of the water 
jugs.  She fills cups of water for the men coming in from the 
field. She looks to the field as she fills up a refreshing 
glass of ice cold water.

Raul wipes the sweat on his forehead, he smiles at his wife 
in the distance. 



The workers eat their meals standing around the truck. They 
chat about how many sacks they’ve filled so far.  A couple of 
the men flirt with the ladies.

Raul and Carla sit on a rock with their backs to the truck a 
few feet away.

Raul eats his meal. Notices his wife’s pregnant belly.

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
I’ve filled forty sacks already 
today.  

Carla smiles at him, wipes a bit of sauce off the side of his 
face.

Behind them, Tito eats alone- he wipes his eyes with the 
sleeve of his shirt.  Raul notices-

RAUL  (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Tito! Come here. 

Tito comes over, eyes still burning.

Raul fills up a cup of water from Carla’s jug and gets up.

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Tilt your head back-

Raul slowly pours the water over Tito’s eyes.  Tito goes to 
wipe his face with his sleeve again- Raul stops him and keeps 
pouring the water.

Carla watches the tenderness of Raul’s actions.

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Just blink.

CARLA (IN SPANISH)
There are clean rags in the car you 
can use.

Carla makes her way back to the truck and takes Tito with 
her.

Raul goes off in the distance to join a line of guys 
urinating. Some of the men moan in relief.

TWEEEEEEET!!

Clint whistles again from the distance. 

TWEEEEEEET!!
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He does it again. Raul looks back to see Clint rushing men 
into the bed of the truck and motioning with his arms for the 
rest to come.

CLINT
Get in the truck! Andale!! 

In the far distance Raul spots another truck speeding through 
the dust.  That truck is flanked by two other vehicles 
following closely behind.

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
Shit!

In the truck-bed, Carla screams for Raul to get in the truck. 
People have to hold her back from trying to jump off the 
truck.

He tries to hurry up his peeing- zips up and runs towards the 
truck.

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Wait! Carla!!

Clint jumps into the passenger seat of the moving truck, and 
the truck speeds off.

Raul and a few other men are left behind, they try chasing 
after the truck but can’t make it.

Raul looks back at the oncoming vehicles. 

RAUL (IN SPANISH) (CONT’D)
Spread out!!

The men run in every which direction.  

Raul runs through tall grass, comes to the other side, and is 
blindsided by an INS/BORDER PATROL VEHICLE screeching to a 
halt in front of him. Officers jump out of the vehicle and 
give chase almost before their vehicle stops. 

Raul has no chance, he gets caught.

Raul sits on the roadside in a line with many of his 
coworkers, cuffed with plastic zip ties. 

The officers from the three Border Patrol Vehicles fill out 
paperwork on the hoods of their car, and offer the captives 
cups of water.

Raul looks at the tire tracks in the dirt, they lead off to 
the road that his wife’s truck sped off on.
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OFFICER (O.S.)
You have papers? Papeles. 

(nudges Raul)
What’s your name. Nombre. Como te 
llamas?

Raul looks up at the officer.

EXT. CIUDAD ACUÑA, MEXICO - MARKET - AFTERNOON2 2

Ciudad Acuña is a border town in Mexico, right along the Rio 
Grande.

The buildings that line the streets are either decrepit and 
falling apart, or brand new and stuccoed. Both coexist next 
to each other.

The town’s markets are in full thrall, locals shop for 
everything from fruits and vegetables, to children’s clothing 
and underwear in the outdoor market.

Some of the shoppers are Americans who speak accented Spanish 
and wear much more expensive clothing than the retailers.

A haggard man walks the streets in flip-flops collecting 
bottles and cans off the streets and trash cans into a large 
bag. We recognize the vagabond as Raul.  He is at least 
twenty years older than when we last saw him- a greying 
beard, a sun-hardened hide, wrinkles- but still unmistakably 
Raul.

HORATIO  (O.S.) 
Oye, Raul!! Aqui-

He goes over to HORATIO (30s).  Horatio is in the middle of 
haggling with a customer over the price of some handmade 
wooden toys.  

Raul looks under Horatio’s stall and finds a basket with 
about half a dozen empty bottles and cans.

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
Thanks.

Horatio barely acknowledges him and keeps at it with his 
customer.

INT. BODEGA - EVENING3 3

Raul saunters through the aisles of a small grocery store.  
He gets a few pieces of fruit, and a bottle of milk. 
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Through a crack in the aisles, he sees a few men gathered in 
a back area.

At the counter, he’s checking out.

CLERK (IN SPANISH)
One hundred pesos.

Raul pulls out a small wad of cash-- not much, but still more 
than we’d expect him to have.  He counts out the cash-

KILO (23) barrels through the store entrance. He’s a young, 
fit kid.  Slick hair, fancy sunglasses, gaudy shiny shirt, 
jeans with tons of embroidery.  

KILO (IN SPANISH)
Have they begun yet?

CLERK (IN SPANISH)
Everyone’s in the back.

Raul puts the cash on the counter and grabs Kilo’s arm, 
forcing him to turn around. Kilo is not happy to be stopped-
the glint of a gun shines from his waistband.

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
Take me.

Raul holds up the little wad of cash.  Kilo eyes it, then 
jerks away. He dusts off the part of his shirt that Raul 
touched.

KILO (IN SPANISH)
Sorry old man, that’s not enough.

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
I have more.

KILO (IN SPANISH)
You have a good life here, there’s 
already too many can collectors 
there.

Kilo laughs as he walks along- 

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
How much?

Raul steps up and grabs Kilo by the arm again. Kilo spins 
around, this time with his gun in hand. He presses the gun to 
Raul’s forehead.
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KILO (IN SPANISH)
You touch me one more time and I’ll 
blow your brains out! You 
understand?

Raul’s heart pounds as he tries to look past the gun pressed 
between his eyes.

PEPE (IN SPANISH) (O.S)
Fifty five thousand.

A small man stands at the entrance to the back room.  He is 
PEPE (50s).  Small in stature, but he has a fierceness to him 
that can’t be ignored. Gold rings, gun in his waistband, 
scars. 

Kilo lowers his gun at Pepe’s indication and follows Pepe 
into the room.

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
I have it.

Both Pepe and Kilo turn around, they stare him down.

Pepe steps up to Raul.

PEPE (IN SPANISH)
We leave tomorrow. Bring water.

Raul nods.  Pepe and Kilo go back to their meeting.

Raul swallows, and looks at the clerk.  

The clerk rings up a can of sardines.

INT. RAUL’S HOME - NIGHT4 4

Raul’s home is a little hut.  No signs of any sort of 
luxuries. 

He empties the sardines in a little steel bowl and places it 
outside his door.

He pulls his little mattress, and opens a secret compartment 
underneath it-full of cash.

Raul sits on his mattress and counts out the cash into piles. 

He wraps the larger pile in a plastic grocery bag.  The 
smaller pile he tucks into his pants.

Raul sits at the edge of his mattress, takes a deep breath 
and holds his head in his hands.
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Outside his home, a cat eats out of the bowl of sardines.

EXT. EMPTY LOT - AFTERNOON5 5

Raul walks across a large empty parking lot in front of an 
abandoned warehouse, water bottle strapped around his neck 
and plastic shopping bag in hand.

The heat radiates off the pavement.

EXT. REAR OF WAREHOUSE 6 6

Behind the warehouse is a semi cargo-truck. 

Raul meets Kilo at the back of the truck and hands him the 
bag of cash. 

Kilo flips through the bills and hands off the cash to 
someone else who takes it away.  

KILO (IN SPANISH)
Put your arms up-

Raul wasn’t expecting this. 

RAUL (IN SPANISH)
I don’t have any weapons.

Kilo forces Raul’s arms up and frisks him.  He feels the cash 
in Raul’s pants and makes him take it out.

Kilo fans through the cash, smiles to himself- gives half the 
stack to his buddy.

KILO (IN SPANISH)
(to his buddy)

Maybe we’re in the wrong business.

Kilo and his buddy laugh as Kilo leads Raul through the semi 
truck.

INT. SEMI TRUCK 7 7

After palettes and stacks of goods and supplies, they get to 
two metal containers that look like large ice-cream freezers 
with holds on top.

Kilo opens the top to reveal:
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Half a dozen people crammed in, crouched. They look up, their 
eyes empty. Raul notices a face that can’t be more than ten 
years old crouched amongst the adults.

KILO (IN SPANISH)
Everyone scoot, got another 
passenger.

The people do as they’re told.

Raul looks at the other identical container with closed top, 
and squeezes himself in the open container. Crouches, knees 
pressed flushed against his chest out of necessity.

INT. CONTAINER8 8

The top of the container closes over their heads. The only 
light is what little comes through the air holes.

Kilo locks the container shut.

KILO (IN SPANISH) (O.S.)
Try not to fart.

Kilo’s laughs with his buddy before the sound of the shutter 
closing is heard.

It’s silent. And dark. The only sounds are those of people’s 
breathing echoing in the container.

The truck starts moving.

EXT. HIGHWAYS - DAY9 9

The sun beats down on the highways as cars speed by.  

The semi-truck is amongst the slow flow as it gets stuck in a 
traffic jam.

In the distance is the U.S. Border Checkpoint.

INT. SEMI TRUCK10 10

The sounds of air-brakes on the truck. It’s come to a stop.

The shutter opens and reveals the silhouette of a uniformed 
Mexican officer.

He comes in and examines the cargo with a flashlight- 
occasionally poking at goods with his baton. 
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The officer slowly makes his way to the back of the truck 
until he gets to the containers with people.

OFFICER DIAZ (IN SPANISH)
What’s in this?

DRIVER (IN SPANISH)
(shrugs)

Tools.

Officer Diaz bangs on the containers with his baton.

OFFICER DIAZ
Hmmm- OK.

Satisfied by the noise, he exits.

INT. CONTAINER11 11

The light shining through the holes in the container 
illuminate Raul’s eyes looking up.

EXT. BORDER - EVENING12 12

The semi-truck passes through the Mexican side of the border 
on to the American side.

EXT. AMERICAN HIGHWAY 13 13

The semi-truck honks its loud airhorn twice as it speeds down 
the highway.

The driver puts on some loud music.

INT. SEMI TRUCK14 14

The music in the bed of the truck resonates through the goods 
container.

Voices speak out from the human containers-

VARIED VOICES (IN SPANISH)
I think we made it! When do we get 
out of here? I can’t feel my toes. 
What’re you going to do? My cousin 
lives in Kansas, I’ll go to him. 
I’ll find something.  Stop talking, 
save the oxygen. I’m going to meet 
Metallica. I’m going to educate 
myself.
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RAUL (IN SPANISH)
(his voice weak)

I’m going to see my wife. And meet 
my kid.

Such chatter continues for a little bit- until the truck 
slows down and the air brakes are heard again.

VARIED VOICES (IN SPANISH)
We’re here!

EXT. U.S. CHECKPOINT - EVENING15 15

U.S. Border Patrol flags down the semi and stops it for a 
check.

Two officers walk to the driver’s side of the cab.

OFFICER GARCIA
That’s the thing man, she wont even 
talk to me no more! How am I 
supposed to know what I did wrong 
if she wont answer my calls?

A handful of armed officers man the post.  One of them is 
OFFICER GARCIA (early 20s).

The driver leads Officer Garcia to the back of the truck and 
inside. Two other officers stand guard on the back gate of 
the truck, and a few others stand guard.

OFFICER GARCIA (O.S.) (CONT’D)
What’s this? Hablas Inglés?

(in Spanish)
Open it.

The sound of a lock snapping open. Then quick footsteps.

The guards at the gate of the truck catch the driver as he 
tries to run away.

The driver sits on the side of the road, arms detained behind 
his back. An officer stands guard next to him, shining a 
bright flashlight in his eyes.

Officer Garcia guides the refugees out of the semi-truck.  
The last one being Raul. Officer Garcia and Raul make eye 
contact as Garcia takes Raul by the arm and guides him off 
the truck.

OFFICER GARCIA (CONT’D)
Aren’t you a bit too old to be 
trying this shit?

(MORE)
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(to his buddy shining the 
flashlight)

Check out grandpa here.  His ride 
back will be a hell of a lot more 
comfortable at least.

The officers line up the refugees along the side of the road 
and cuff them in plastic zip-ties.

As the sun sets over the horizon, Raul notices tire tracks in 
the soft shoulder of the highway leading to a vast patch of 
open land. He tries to shimmy his arms beneath his butt and 
to the front of him.

An officer shines a light into the driver and the passengers’ 
faces asking them questions as he fills out his paperwork.

Raul manages to get his hands to the front of him and just 
bolts into the open land.

OFFICERS
Hey!! STOP! STOP!

Officer Garcia gives chase on foot.

Crackling of police radios and the sounds of car engines and 
sirens.

EXT. OPEN FIELD - EVENING16 16

Raul runs as fast as he can in his flip-flops and with his 
wrists tied to each other in front of him.

Gaining right behind him Officer Garcia, pounding the soft 
dirt with his service boots.

OFFICER GARCIA
Stop! 

Raul keeps running, he glances back at Officer Garcia and 
loses his footing.  Raul trips.

Officer Garcia pounces on him and tries to flip him on his 
back.  Raul struggles, tries to swing his fists at the 
officer, misses and grabs for Officer Garcia’s gun. Raul 
manages to pull it halfway out of the holster before Officer 
Garcia regains control. 

POP! POP! POP!

Officer Garcia shoots Raul in the chest three times.

Trooper vehicles skid into place, their lights flashing.

OFFICER GARCIA (CONT’D)
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Officer Garcia stands motionless as he watches the man he 
just killed ooze out blood in the dirt, his gun still 
pointing at the body.

An officer’s flashlight shines on the dead body before the 
officer takes Officer Garcia away.

Police Radio Chatter- and sounds of ambulance sirens in the 
distance. 

EXT. U.S. CHECKPOINT - LATE EVENING17 17

A senior officer interviews Officer Garcia by the side of the 
semi-truck- taking notes as Officer Garcia speaks.

OFFICER GARCIA
The suspect in question fled the 
scene and failed to stop when asked 
to.  I gave chase, and once I had 
caught up with the suspect, I gave 
orders to get on his back, which 
the suspect failed to do also.  
Instead the suspect swung at me-

INTERVIEWER
You didn’t cuff him?

OFFICER GARCIA
We did. He’d managed to maneuver 
his hands in front of him.

INTERVIEWER
Go on.

OFFICER GARCIA
After he swung at me, he managed to 
get a hold of my weapon. That’s 
when I had no other option than to 
use force to defend myself.

INTERVIEWER
Anything else?

Officer Garcia things for a second then shakes his head.

OFFICER GARCIA
No.

The interviewer closes up her note-pad. 

INTERVIEWER
This your first incident?
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OFFICER GARCIA
Yes ma’am.

INTERVIEWER
I’m sorry. You handled yourself 
extremely professionally. Your 
father will be proud.

OFFICER GARCIA
Thank you ma’am.

They share a look before the senior officer walks away.

INT. LOCKER ROOM 18 18

A hot shower washes over Officer Garcia, the steam billows in 
shower.

INT. PATROL STATION 19 19

Officer Garcia leaves the station in civilian clothes. Waves 
at his colleagues that are still working.

INT. CAR 20 20

Officer Garcia drives his personal vehicle through the 
streets of Del Rio, Texas.  He listens to some hip hop.

He turns down the music and dials the phone to Valerie.

The phone rings, voicemail. 

OFFICER GARCIA
Hey.  Can you call me? Please? 

He lingers a beat before hanging up.

He turns the music back up.  He notices a pick-up truck with 
people sitting in the bed at a street light.

EXT. RANCH-STYLE HOME - NIGHT21 21

Officer Garcia pulls into the driveway of a modest one story 
home.  Once his music and his car’s engine stop, the entire 
neighborhood seems to go silent.  The only noise being the 
cicadas in the trees.

He locks his car remotely.
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INT. RANCH-STYLE HOME22 22

Officer Garcia enters his home, takes off his shoes in the 
foyer.  The walls have inspirational quotes, pictures of 
Christ, and crucifixes decorating them.

MOM (O.S.)
Rocco, is that you?

OFFICER GARCIA
Yeah, ma.

His mom pokes her head into the foyer and comes over to her 
son. 

We recognize his mom as Carla from the opening scene. 

MOM 
You hungry?

Officer Garcia nods.  She pats his cheek and walks off.

His FATHER (50s) (light-skinned, has the body of a one-time 
officer, now walks with a cane) comes out to the foyer to 
greet his son.

OFFICER GARCIA
Hey dad.

Father embraces his son.

FATHER
I’m proud of you, son.  I know it’s 
tough.

Officer Garcia doesn’t know how to take the compliment.  The 
mixed feelings ring true in his eyes.  He tries offering his 
father a smile.

INT. DINING ROOM 23 23

Officer Garcia’s mother serves the family their meals and 
sits in her chair in the middle of the two men.

CARLA
Your turn to say grace, Rocco.

The family joins hands and Officer Garcia leads them in 
prayer.
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OFFICER GARCIA
Thank you Jesus for this food, 
thank you for your grace, kindness, 
and eternal love over this family. 
We pray that you continue to bless 
us and guide us to live in your 
glory for ever. In Jesus name, 

ALL TOGETHER
Amen.

FADE TO BLACK.

The sounds of people eating over the credits.
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